
Abstract. We review some theoretical aspects of neutrino
oscillations in the case where more than two neutrino flavors
are involved. These include: approximate analytic solutions
for 3-flavor (3f) oscillations in matter; matter effects in
ml $ ms oscillations; 3f effects in oscillations of solar, atmo-
spheric, reactor, and supernova neutrinos and in accelerator
long-baseline experiments; CP and T violation in neutrino
oscillations in the vacuum and in matter; the problem of Ue3;
and 4f oscillations.

1. Introduction

An explanation of solar and atmospheric neutrino data in
terms of neutrino oscillations 1 requires three neutrino species
at least, and in fact three neutrino species are known to exist
Ð ne, nm, and nt. If the LSND experiment is correct, then a
fourth neutrino type may possibly exist, a light sterile
neutrino ns. However, until relatively recently, most of the
studies of neutrino oscillations had been performed in the
2-flavor framework. There were essentially two reasons for
this: (1) simplicity Ð there are many fewer parameters in the

2-flavor case than in the 3-flavor one, and the expressions for
the transition probabilities are much simpler and by far more
tractable, and (2) the hierarchy of Dm2 values, which
allows effectively decoupling different oscillation channels.
The 2-flavor approach proved to be a good first approxima-
tion, which is a consequence of the hierarchy Dm2

sol 5Dm2
atm

and of the smallness of the leptonic mixing parameter jUe3j. 2
But the increased accuracy of the available and especially

of the forthcoming neutrino data makes it very important to
take even relatively small effects in neutrino oscillations into
account. In addition, the experimentally favored solution of
the solar neutrino problem is currently the LMA MSW one,
which requires the hierarchy between Dm2

sol and Dm2
atm to be

relatively moderate (Dm2
sol � Dm2

atm=30). Also, effects specific
to 5 3 flavor neutrino oscillations, such as CP and T
violation, are now being very widely discussed. All this
makes 3-flavor (or 4-flavor) analyses of neutrino oscillations
mandatory.

In the present article, some theoretical issues are reviewed
that pertain to neutrino oscillations in the case where more
than two neutrino species are involved. We mainly concen-
trate on 3-flavor (3f) oscillations and only very briefly
consider the 4f case. The topics that are discussed include:
approximate analytic solutions for 3f oscillations in matter;
matter effects in nm $ nt oscillations; 3f effects in oscillations
of solar, atmospheric, reactor, and supernova neutrinos and
in accelerator long-baseline experiments; CP and T violation
in neutrino oscillations in the vacuum and in matter; the
problem of Ue3; and 4f oscillations.
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1 For recent reviews on neutrino oscillations, see, e.g., [1, 2].

2 Dm2
sol � Dm2

21 and Dm2
atm � Dm2

31 are the neutrino mass squared

differences responsible for the oscillations of solar and atmospheric

neutrinos, respectively (see Figs 1 and 2 below). For more detail, see

Section 6.1 in Ref. [1].



2. Three-flavor neutrino oscillations in matter

Neutrino oscillations inmatter are described by the SchroÈ din-
ger-like evolution equation 3

i
d

dx
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where pi ' Eÿm2
i =2E with E, pi, and mi being the neutrino

energy, momentum, and mass, respectively,4 and U is the
leptonic mixing matrix. The effective potential V � ���

2
p

GFNe

is due to the charged-current interaction of ne with the
electrons of the medium [3]. The potentials induced by
neutral current interactions are omitted from Eqn (1)
because they are the same for neutrinos of all the three
species and therefore do not affect neutrino oscillations.
This, however, is only true in the leading (tree) order;
radiative corrections induce tiny differences between the
neutral current potentials of ne, nm, and nt and, in particular,
result in a very small nm Ð nt potential difference
Vmt � 10ÿ5 V [4]. This quantity is negligible in most situa-
tions, but may be important for supernova neutrinos.

For matter of constant density, closed-form solutions of
the evolution equation can be found [5]; however, the
corresponding expressions are rather complicated and not
very tractable. No closed-form solutions exist for a general
electron density profileNe 6� const. It is therefore desirable to
have approximate analytic solutions of the neutrino evolution
equation. A number of such solutions have been found, most
of them based on the expansions in one (or both) of the two

small parameters:

Dm2
21

Dm2
31

� Dm2
sol

Dm2
atm

�< 0:1 ; �2�

jUe3j � j sin y13j �< 0:2 �6� : �3�
Our numbering of neutrino mass eigenstates corresponds to
that in Figs 1 and 2, which also schematically show the
possible neutrino mass hierarchies for three neutrino
flavors and the flavor composition of neutrino mass
eigenstates.

In the limits Dm2
21 � 0 or Ue3 � 0, the transition prob-

abilities acquire an effective 2f form. When both these
parameters vanish, the genuine 2f case is recovered.

2.1 Constant-density matter
In the case of constant-density matter, approximate solutions
of the neutrino evolution equation were found in [7] using the
expansion in a � Dm2

sol=Dm
2
atm. An expansion in both a and

sin y13 was used in [8]. The ne $ nm transition probability
found in [8] has the general form

P�ne$nm�� s223
eP2�Dm2

31; y13;Ne�� c223
eP2�Dm2

21; y12;Ne�
� interf: term ; �4�

where the quantities eP2 are the 2f transition probabilities in
matter depending on the corresponding parameters shown
in the parentheses. The interference term, which is linear in
both a and sin y13, describes the genuine 3f effects, both
CP-conserving and CP-violating.

2.2 Arbitrary density profile
Constant-density matter is a good first approximation for
long-baseline accelerator neutrino experiments (neutrinos
traverse the mantle of the Earth). However, it is not very
useful for describing the oscillations of solar, atmospheric,
and supernova neutrinos. An alternative approach is to
consider matter with an arbitrary density profile and reduce
the problem to an effective 2f one plus easily calculable 3f
corrections. This has been done using the expansion in a in [9]
and the expansion in sin y13 in [10 ± 12]. A different approach,
based on the adiabatic approximation, was employed, e.g.,
in [13].

2.3 Matter effects in m l $ m s oscillations
Because the matter-induced potentials for nm and nt are the
same (neglecting the radiative corrections), the nm $ nt

3 See, e.g., [2] and references therein.
4 We consider relativistic neutrinos.
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Figure 1.Normal mass hierarchy (a). Inverted mass hierarchy (b).
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oscillations are not affected by matter in the 2f case. This is
not true in the 3f case, however; therefore, matter effects on
nm $ nt oscillations are a pure 3f effect. It vanishes only when
both Dm2

21 and Ue3 vanish.

3. Three-flavor effects in neutrino oscillations

We now discuss 3f effects in oscillations of neutrinos from
various sources.

3.1 Solar neutrinos
In the 3f case, solar ne can in principle oscillate into either m l ,
m s , or some combination thereof. What do they actually
oscillate to?

It is easy to answer this question. The smallness of the
mixing parameter jUe3j implies that the mass eigenstate n3,
separated by a large mass gap from the other two, is
approximately given by

n3 ' s23 nm � c23 nt �5�
and, to the first approximation, does not participate in the
solar neutrino oscillations. From the unitarity of the leptonic
mixing matrix, it then follows that the solar neutrino
oscillations are the oscillations between ne and a state n0 that
is the linear combination of nm and nt orthogonal to n3,

n0 � c23 nm ÿ s23 nt : �6�
Because the mixing angle y23, responsible for the atmospheric
neutrino oscillations, is known to be close to 45�, Eqn (6)
implies that the solar ne oscillate into a superposition of nm
and nt with equal or almost equal weights.

What are the 3f effects in the oscillation probabilities?
Because nm and nt are experimentally indistinguishable at low
energies, all the observables depend on just one probability,
the ne survival probability P�ne ! ne�. Averaging over fast
oscillations due to the large mass squared difference
Dm2

atm � Dm2
31 yields [14]

P�ne ! ne� ' c413
eP2ee�Dm2

21; y12;Neff� � s413 : �7�

Here, eP2ee�Dm2
21; y12;Neff� is the 2f survival probability of ne

in matter with the effective electron density Neff � c213 Ne.
As follows from the CHOOZ data [6], the second term in

Eqn (7), s413, does not exceed 10ÿ3, i.e., is negligible. At the
same time, the coefficient c413 of eP2ee in the first term may
differ from unity by as much as � 5 ± 10%. Therefore, 3f
effects may lead to an energy-independent suppression of the
ne survival probability by up to 10%. With high-precision
solar data, this must be taken into account. This is illustrated
by Fig. 2 [15]: The difference between the cases y13 � 0 and
sin2 y13 � 0:04 (which is about the maximum allowed by the
CHOOZ value) is quite noticeable.

3.2 Atmospheric neutrinos
(1) The dominant channel is nm $ nt. In the 2f limit, there are
no matter effects in this channel (ignoring tiny Vmt caused by
radiative corrections). The oscillation probability is indepen-
dent of the sign of Dm2

31, and the normal and inverted
neutrino mass hierarchies are therefore indistinguishable (cf.
Figs 1a and 1b). The 3f effects result in a weak sensitivity to
matter effects and to the sign of Dm2

31.
(2) The subdominant channels are the ne $ nm;t transi-

tions. Contributions of these oscillation channels to the
number of m-like events are not fundamental and are difficult

to observe. For e-like events, one could a priori expect
significant oscillation effects,5 but these effects are in fact
strongly suppressed because of the specific composition of the
atmospheric neutrino flux and proximity of the mixing angle
y23 to 45�. Indeed, in the 2f limits, we find

Fe ÿ F 0
e

F 0
e

� �rs223 ÿ 1� eP2�Dm2
31; y13;V � ; �8�

in the limit as Dm2
21 ! 0 [9], and

Fe ÿ F 0
e

F 0
e

� �rc223 ÿ 1� eP2�Dm2
21; y12;V � ; �9�

in the limit as s13 ! 0 [10]. Here, F 0
e and Fe are the respective

ne fluxes in the absence and in the presence of the oscillations
and r � F 0

m=F
0
e . At low energies, r ' 2; also, we know that

s223 ' c223 ' 1=2. Therefore, the factors �rs223 ÿ 1� and
�rc223 ÿ 1� in Eqns (8) and (9) are very small and strongly
suppress the oscillation effects even if the transition
probabilities eP2 are close to unity. This happens because
of the strong cancelations of the transitions from and to the
ne state.

All this looks like a conspiracy to hide the oscillation
effects on the e-like events! This conspiracy is broken by the 3f
effects, however. Keeping both Dm2

21 and s13 in the leading
order yields [12]

Fe ÿ F 0
e

F 0
e

' �r s223 ÿ 1� eP2�Dm2
31; y13�

��r c223 ÿ 1� eP2�Dm2
21; y12� ÿ 2s13 s23 c23 r Re � eA�ee eAme� :

�10�
Here, eAee and eAme are the ne survival and transition
amplitudes in the rotated basis ~n � U13�y13�yU23�y23�ynfl,
where Uij�yij� is the rotation matrix in the ij plane and nfl is
the neutrino state in the flavor basis. The interference term,
which represents the genuinely 3f effects, is not suppressed
by the flavor composition of the atmospheric neutrino flux;
it can reach a few per cent and may be responsible (at least,
partially) for some excess of the upward-going sub-GeV
e-like events observed at Super-Kamiokande [12].

3.3 Reactor antineutrinos
Because the average energy of reactor �ne is E ' 3 MeV, for
intermediate-baseline experiments such as CHOOZ and Palo
Verde (L ' 1 km), we have

Dm2
31

4E
L ' 1 ;

Dm2
21

4E
L5 1 : �11�

This justifies the use of the one mass scale dominance
approximation, which gives a pure 2f result:

P��ne ! �ne� � 1ÿ sin2 2y13 sin
2

�
Dm2

31

4E
L

�
: �12�

But in the case of the LMA solution of the solar neutrino
problem, at a high enough confidence level, Dm2

21 can be
comparable with Dm2

31, and the second condition in (11) may
not be satisfied. In such a situation, the 3f effects coming
through the subdominant mass-squared difference Dm2

21

should be taken into account. The analyses [16] show that

5 m-like and e-like events are those in which the observed Cherenkov

radiation can be identified with high confidence as being due to the

production of muons and electrons, respectively. They are associated with

the charged-current interactions of muon and electron neutrinos in the

detector.
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the constraints on jUe3j derived from the CHOOZ experiment
become slightly more stringent in that case. However, the new
SNO data [17] disfavor large values of Dm2

21 and therefore
make this possibility less likely.

For KamLAND, which is a very long baseline reactor
experiment (L ' 170 km), the relations

Dm2
31

4E
L4 1 ;

Dm2
21

4E
L �> 1 : �13�

hold for the LMA solution. Averaging over the fast oscilla-
tions driven by Dm2

31 � Dm2
atm yields

P��ne ! �ne� � c413 P2�e�e�Dm2
21; y12� � s413 : �14�

This has the same form as Eqn (7), except that the 2f survival
probability P2�e�e has to be calculated in the vacuum rather
than in matter; it is in fact given by Eqn (12). Probability (14)
can differ from 2f probability (12) by up to � 10%.

3.4 Long-baseline accelerator experiments
(1) Disappearance of nm. 3f effects can result in up to � 10%
correction to the disappearance probability, mainly due to the
factor c413 in the effective amplitude of the nm $ nt oscilla-
tions,

�sin2 2ymt�eff � c413 sin2 2y23 : �15�
Another manifestation of 3-flavorness is given by small
matter effects in nm $ nt oscillations. The same applies to
the appearance of nt in experiments with conventional
neutrino beams. Disappearance of nm also receives contribu-
tions from the subdominant nm $ ne oscillations.

(2) Appearance of nm at neutrino factories; appearance of
ne at neutrino factories and in experiments with the conven-
tional neutrino beams. These are driven by ne $ nm;t
oscillations. There are two channels through which these
subdominant oscillations can proceed ± those governed by
the parameters �y13;Dm2

31� and �y12;Dm2
21�. For typical

energies of long-baseline accelerator experiments, a few
GeV to tens of GeV, and assuming the LMA solution of
the solar neutrino problem, one finds that the two channels
compete for y13 in the range 3�10ÿ3 �< y13 �< 3�10ÿ2;
otherwise, one of them dominates.

Unlike in the case of atmospheric neutrinos, there is no
suppression of the oscillation effects on the ne flux due to the
flavor composition of the original flux.

The dependence of the oscillation probabilities on the CP-
violating phase dCP (terms proportional to sin dCP and
cos dCP) comes from the interference terms and is a pure 3f
effect. 3f effects will be especially important for future
experiments at neutrino factories that are designed for
precision measurements of neutrino parameters.

3.5 Supernova neutrinos
In supernovae, matter density varies in a very wide range, and
the conditions for the three MSW [3] resonances are satisfied
(taking into account that Vmt 6� 0 due to radiative correc-
tions); see Fig. 3. In this figure, various neutrino energy levels
in matter are shown as functions of the electron number
density. The dashed lines represent the energy levels of flavor
eigenstates, the dotted lines correspond to the energy levels of
n0m and n0t, which are the linear combinations of nm and nt that
diagonalize the Hamiltonian of the neutrino system at very
high densities, and the solid lines represent the exact neutrino
matter eigenstates n1m, n2m, and n3m (see [18, 19] for more
details). The level crossing points correspond to the MSW

resonances. The hierarchy Dm2
21 5Dm2

31 leads to the approx-
imate factorization of transition dynamics at the resonances,
and therefore the transitions are effectively 2f ones in the first
approximation. But the observable effects of the supernova
neutrino oscillations depend on the transitions between all the
three neutrino species.

Supernova neutrinos can propagate significant distances
inside the Earth before reaching the detector. The matter
effects on the oscillations of supernova neutrinos inside the
Earth depend crucially on the sequence of the neutrino flavor
conversions in the supernova, which, in turn, depends on the
sign of Dm2

31 and is very sensitive to the value of the leptonic
mixing parameter Ue3. Thus, the Earth matter effects on
supernova neutrinos can be used to determine the sign of
Dm2

31 and to measure jUe3j to a very high accuracy (� 10ÿ3)
[20].

The transitions due to the nm ÿ nt potential difference Vmt

caused by radiative corrections may have observable con-
sequences if the originally produced nm and nt fluxes are not
exactly the same [19].

4. CP and T violation in m oscillations
in the vacuum

In this section, we consider the evolution of the neutrino
system in time rather than in space. For relativistic neutrinos,
both descriptions are equivalent, at least in the plane-wave
approximation. The probability of na ! nb oscillations in the
vacuum is given by

P�na; t0 ! nb; t� �
���X

i

Ubi exp
�ÿ iEi�tÿ t0�

�
U �ai
���2: �16�

In the general case of n flavors, the leptonic mixing matrix
Uai depends on �nÿ 1��nÿ 2�=2 Dirac-type CP-violating
phases fdCPg (see, e.g., [21, 22]). If neutrinos are Majorana
particles, there are nÿ 1 additional, so-called Majorana-type
CP-violating phases. However, they do not affect neutrino
oscillations and therefore are not discussed here.

Under CP transformation, neutrinos are replaced by their
antiparticles (na;b $ �na;b), which is equivalent to the complex
conjugation of Uai:

CP : na; b $ �na; b
, Uai ! U �ai

ÿfdCPg ! ÿfdCPg� : �17�

Time reversal transformation interchanges the initial and
final evolution times t0 and t in Eqn (16), i.e., corresponds to
evolution ``backwards in time''. As follows fromEqn (16), the
interchange t0  ! t is equivalent to complex conjugation of the
exponential factors in the oscillation amplitude. Because the

H
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n0m; n
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H

L

Figure 3. Energy level crossing scheme for supernova neutrinos.
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transition probability only depends on the modulus of the
amplitude, this is equivalent to complex conjugation of the
factors Ubi and U�ai, which in turn amounts to interchanging
a  ! b. Thus, instead of evolution ``backwards in time'', we
can consider evolution forward in time, but between the
interchanged initial and final flavors:

T : t0  ! t, na $ nb
) Uai ! U �ai

ÿfdCPg ! ÿfdCPg� : �18�
Under the combined action of CP and T, we have

CPT : na; b $ �na; b ; t0  ! t �na $ nb�
) P �na ! nb� ! P ��nb ! �na� : �19�

From CPT invariance, it follows that CP violation implies T
violation and vice versa.

CP and T violations can be characterized by the prob-
ability differences

DPCP
ab � P �na ! nb� ÿ P ��na ! �nb� ; �20�

DPT
ab � P �na ! nb� ÿ P �nb ! na� : �21�

From CPT invariance, it follows that the CP- and T-violating
probability differences coincide, and that the survival prob-
abilities have no CP asymmetry:

DPCP
ab � DPT

ab ; DPCP
aa � 0 : �22�

CP and T violations are absent in the 2f case, and therefore
any observable violation of these symmetries in neutrino
oscillations in the vacuum would be a pure 5 3f effect.

In the 3f case, there is only one CP-violating Dirac-type
phase dCP and hence only one CP-odd (and T-odd) prob-
ability difference,

DPCP
em � DPCP

mt � DPCP
te � DP ; �23�

where

DP � ÿ4s12 c12 s13 c213 s23 c23 sin dCP

�
�
sin

�
Dm2

12

2E
L

�
� sin

�
Dm2

23

2E
L

�
� sin

�
Dm2

31

2E
L

��
: �24�

It vanishes when at least one Dm2
ij � 0; when at least one

yij � 0 or 90�; when dCP � 0 or 180�; in the averaging regime;
or in the limit L! 0 (as L3). Clearly, this quantity is very
difficult to observe.

5. CP- and T-odd effects in m oscillations
in matter

For neutrino oscillations in matter, CP transformation
(substitution na $ �na) implies not only complex conjugating
the leptonic mixing matrix, but also flipping the sign of the
matter-induced neutrino potentials:

CP : Uai ! U �ai
ÿfdCPg ! ÿfdCPg� ;

V�r� ! ÿ V�r� : �25�
It can be shown [11] that in matter with an arbitrary

density profile, as well as in the vacuum, the action of time
reversal on neutrino oscillations is equivalent to interchang-
ing the initial and final neutrino flavors. It is also equivalent
to complex conjugating Uai and replacing the matter density
profile with the reverse one:

T : Uai ! U �ai
ÿfdCPg ! ÿfdCPg� ;

V�r� ! ~V�r� : �26�

HereeV�r� � ���
2
p

GF
eN�r� ; �27�

with eN�r� being the reverse profile, i.e., the profile that
corresponds to the interchanged positions of the neutrino
source and detector. In the case of symmetric matter density
profiles (e.g., constant-density matter), eN�r� � N�r�.

An important point is that the very presence of matter
(with unequal numbers of particles and antiparticles) violates
C, CP, and CPT, leading to CP-odd effects in neutrino
oscillations even in the absence of the fundamental CP-
violating phases fdCPg. This fake (extrinsic) CP violation
may complicate the study of the fundamental (intrinsic) one.

5.1 CP-odd effects in matter
Unlike in the vacuum, CP-odd effects in neutrino oscillations
in matter exist even in the 2f case (in the case of three or more
flavors, even when all fdCPg � 0):

P �na ! nb� 6� P ��na ! �nb� : �28�
This is actually a well-known fact ± for example, the MSW
effect can enhance the ne $ nm oscillations and suppress the
�ne $ �nm ones or vice versa. Moreover, the survival probabil-
ities in matter are not CP-invariant:

P �na ! na� 6� P ��na ! �na� : �29�
Disentangling the fundamental CP violation from the

matter-induced one in long-baseline experiments requires
measuring the energy dependence of the oscillated signal or
the signals at two baselines, which is a difficult task. The
(difficult) alternatives are:
� long-baseline experiments at relatively low energies and
moderate baselines (E ' 0.1 ë 1GeV,L ' 100 ë 1000 km) [23],
with matter effects negligible.
� Indirect measurements through CP-even terms � cos dCP
[24] or the area of the leptonic unitarity triangle [25].

CP-odd effects cannot be studied in the supernova
neutrino experiments because of the experimental indistin-
guishability of low-energy nm and nt.

5.2 T-odd effects in matter
Because CPT is not conserved in matter, CP and T violations
are no longer directly connected (although some relations
between them still exist [11, 26]). Therefore, T-odd effects in
neutrino oscillations in matter deserve an independent study.
Its characteristic features are:
� Matter does not necessarily induce T-odd effects (only
asymmetric matter with eN�r� 6� N�r� does).
� There is no T violation (either fundamental or matter-
induced) in the 2f case. This is a simple consequence of
unitarity. For example, for the �ne; nm� system, we have

Pee � Pem � 1 ; Pee � Pme � 1 ; �30�

which implies that Pem � Pme.
� In the 3f case, there is only one T-odd probability
difference for n's (and one for �n's), irrespective of the matter
density proéle:

DPT
em � DPT

mt � DPT
te ; �31�

this is a consequence of 3f unitarity [27].
The matter-induced T-odd effects are very interesting,

pure 5 3f matter effects, absent in symmetric matter (in
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particular, in constant-density matter). They do not vanish in
the regime of complete averaging of neutrino oscillations [11].
They may fake the fundamental T violation and complicate
its study, i.e., the extraction of dCP from the experiment. The
matter-induced T-odd effects vanish when either Ue3 � 0 or
Dm2

21 � 0 (i.e., in the 2f limits) and are therefore doubly
suppressed by both these small parameters. This implies that
perturbation theory can be used to obtain analytic expres-
sions for the T-odd probability differences. The general
structure of these differences is

DPT
em � Y sin dCP � X cos dCP ; �32�

were the first term (/ sin dCP) is due to the fundamental T
violation and the second term is due to the matter-induced
one.

In the adiabatic approximation, one finds [11]

X � Jeff � �oscillating terms� ;
where

Jeff � s12 c12 s13 c
2
13 s23 c23

sin�2y1 ÿ 2y2�
sin 2y12

: �33�

Here, y1 and y2 are the mixing angles in matter in the (1-2)
sector (i.e., the in-matter analogues of the mixing angle y12) at
the initial and final points of neutrino evolution, respectively;
y1 ÿ y2 is therefore a measure of the asymmetry of the density
profile.

Jeff is to be compared with the vacuum Jarlskog invariant

J � s12 c12 s13 c
2
13 s23 c23 sin dCP : �34�

We see that the factor sin�2y1 ÿ 2y2�= sin 2y12 in Jeff plays the
same role as the factor sin dCP in J.

In asymmetric matter, both fundamental and matter-
induced T violations contribute to the T-odd probability
differences DPT

ab. This may hinder the experimental determi-
nation of the fundamental CP- and T-violating phase dCP. In
particular, in the long-baseline accelerator experiments, one
has to take into account that the Earth's density profile is not
perfectly spherically symmetric. Strictly speaking, extracting
the fundamental T violation requires measuring

Pdir�na ! nb� ÿ Prev�nb ! na� ; �35�
where Pdir and Prev correspond to the direct and reverse
matter density profiles. (An interesting point is that even the
survival probabilities Pmm and Ptt can be used for that [28].
The ne survival probability Pee is an exception because it is
independent of dCP in the 3f case [29 30]. This, however, is not
true if ns is present [11].)

In practical terms, it would certainly be difficult to
measure the quantity in (35): it would not be easy, for
example, to move CERN to Gran Sasso and the Gran Sasso
Laboratory to CERN. Fortunately, this is not actually
necessary Ð matter-induced T-odd effects due to the
imperfect sphericity of the Earth's density distribution are
very small. They cannot spoil the determination of dCP if the
error in dCP is > 1% at 99% C.L. [11].

Can we study T violation in neutrino oscillation experi-
mentally? Because of problems with the detection of e�, this
seems to be difficult, but probably not impossible. Studying
matter-induced T-odd effects would be a harder task. These
effects are expected to be negligible in terrestrial experiments.
They cannot be observed in the supernova neutrino oscilla-
tions because of the experimental indistinguishability of low-

energy nm and nt. They could, however, affect the signal from
GeV neutrinos produced in the annihilations of WIMPs
inside the Sun [31].

6. The problem of Ue3

The leptonic mixing parameterUe3 plays a very special role in
neutrino physics. It is of particular interest for a number of
reasons.

First, it is the least known of leptonic mixing parameters:
while we have (relatively small) allowed ranges for the other
two mixing parameters, we only know an upper bound on
jUe3j. Its smallness, which looks strange in light of the fact
that the other two mixing parameters, y12 and y23, are
apparently large,6 remains essentially unexplained. (There
are, however, some ideas that relate the smallness of jUe3j to
that of Dm2

sol=Dm
2
atm [33 ± 35].)

The smallness of Ue3 is likely to be the bottleneck for
studying the fundamental CP and T violation effects and
matter-induced T-odd effects in neutrino oscillations. The
same applies to the determination of the sign ofDm2

31 in future
long-baseline experiments, which would allow discriminating
between the normal and inverted neutrino mass hierarchies.
Therefore, it would be vitally important to know how small
Ue3 actually is.

The parameter Ue3 can be efficiently used to discriminate
between various neutrinomass models [36, 37]. It is one of the
main parameters that drives the subdominant oscillations of
atmospheric neutrinos and is important for their study. It also
governs the Earth matter effects on supernova neutrino
oscillations.

Finally, Ue3 apparently provides us with the only
opportunity to see the ``canonical'' MSW effect. While
matter effects can be important even in the case of large
vacuum mixing angles, the most spectacular phenomenon,
strong enhancement ofmixing bymatter, can only occur if the
vacuum mixing angle is small. From what we know now, it
seems that the only small leptonic mixing parameter is Ue3.

All this makes measuring Ue3 one of the most important
problems in neutrino physics.

7. Four-flavor neutrino oscillations

If the LSND experiment is correct, the oscillation interpreta-
tion of solar, atmospheric, and accelerator neutrino data
would require three distinct values of Dm2:
Dm2

sol 5Dm2
atm 5Dm2

LSND. This would imply the existence
of at least four light neutrino species, ne, nm, nt, and ns. A
possible alternative is a strong CPT violation in the neutrino
sector, leading to inequalities of Dm2 in the neutrino and
antineutrino sectors [38]; this possibility is not discussed
here.

In general, the 4f neutrino oscillations are described by six
mixing angles yi j, three Dirac-type CP-violating phases, and
three values of Dm2

i j, i.e., they are quite complicated.
Fortunately, there is a simplification: The data allow only
two classes of 4f schemes, the so-called (3+1) and (2+2)
schemes.

In the (3+1) schemes (Fig. 4a), three neutrino mass
eigenstates are close to each other, while the fourth one is

6 Analyses of solar, atmospheric, and reactor neutrino data yield the

following allowed ranges at 90% CL: tan2 y12 � 0:42�0:2ÿ0:1, tan y23 �
1:0�0:35ÿ0:25, sin y13 < 0:2 [6, 17, 32].
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separated from themby a largemass gap. Thismass eigenstate
is predominantly ns with small admixtures of the active
neutrinos,

n4 ' ns �O�E� � �ne; nm; nt� ; E5 1 ; �36�
whereas n1, n2, and n3 are the usual linear combinations of ne,
nm, and nt, plus small (� E) admixtures of ns. In this scheme,
the amplitude of the nm ! ne oscillations at LSND is

sin2 2yLSND � 4 jUe4 Um4j2 � E4 : �37�

Strong upper bounds on jUe4j and jUm4j from the �ne and nm
disappearance experiments make it rather difficult to fit the
LSND data in the (3+1) schemes [39].

This is illustrated by Fig. 5. One can see that the LSND
result contradicts the data of the short-baseline disappear-
ance experiments at 95% C.L.; there are allowed regions at
99% C.L., but they are very small.

In the (2+2) schemes (Fig. 4b), there are two pairs ofmass
eigenstates with relatively small mass squared differences
Dm2

sol and Dm2
atm between the states within the pairs and a

large separation (Dm2
LSND) between the two pairs. The nm state

is predominantly in the pair responsible for the atmospheric
neutrino oscillations, whereas ne is mainly in the pair
responsible for nsol oscillations,

osc: natm : nm $ n 0 ;
osc: nsol : ne $ n00 ;

where

n 0 ' cx nt � sx ns �O�E� � ne ;
n00 ' ÿsx nt � cx ns �O�E� � nm : �38�

The amplitude of the nm ! ne oscillations at LSND is

sin2 2yLSND � E2 ; �39�

and is therefore only of the second order in E and, unlike in the
(3+1) case, the LSND data can be easily fitted.

However, the (2+2) schemes suffer from a different
problem. In these schemes, the fractions of ns involved in the
oscillations of atmospheric and solar neutrinos must sum to
unity with good accuracy [40]:��hnsjn00i��2 � ��hnsjn0i��2 ' c2x � s2x � 1 : �40�

This sum rule is in conflict with the atmospheric and solar
neutrino data. Indeed, the Super-Kamiokande atmospheric
neutrino data strongly prefer nm ! nt over nm ! ns oscilla-
tions, leading to the upper limits sin2 x < 0:20 at 90% C.L.
and sin2 x < 0:26 at 99% C.L. [41].

At the same time, the solar neutrino experiments also
prefer the ne ! nactive oscillation interpretation over the
ne ! ns one. The (pre-SNO neutral current) solar neutrino
data imply that sin2 x > 0:7 (90% C.L.); sin2 x > 0:48 (99%
C.L.) for theLMAsolution of the solar neutrino problem [42].

Therefore, sum rule (40) is violated, i.e., the (2+2)
scenarios are also strongly disfavored by the data. The
recently published SNO neutral current data [17] strengthen
this conclusion; it has been pointed out in [43] that 2+2
schemes are actually ruled out now. See, however, the
discussion in [44], where it was argued that the corrections
to sum rule (40) may not be negligible and may weaken the
case against the 2+2 schemes.7

ne

nm

nt

ns

a

ne

nm

nt

ns

b

Figure 4. 3+1 schemes (a) and 2+2 schemes (b).
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Figure 5. LSND-allowed regions (shaded areas) and short-baseline

excluded regions (to the right of the solid and dashed curves) on the

(sin2 2yLSND, Dm2
LSND) plane [39].

7 After this review was submitted for publication, the SNO Collaboration

published its salt-phase neutral current data [45]. These data put more

stringent limits on the possible fraction of sterile neutrinos involved in the

solar neutrino oscillations: cos2 x < 0:31 (at 99%CL) [46]. As a result, the

(2+2) schemes are now ruled out at the 5.8s level. The (3+1) schemes

remain disfavored by the short-baseline data at the 3.2s level [46].
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In the 4f case, there may be interesting matter effects on
neutrino oscillations [47]. CP violation is potentially much
richer than in the 3f case: there are several CP-violating
observables, and large CP-odd effects are possible (in
general, there is no suppression due to small Dm2

sol). Large T
violation (both fundamental and matter-induced) can also
occur.

8. Conclusions

3f effects in solar, atmospheric, reactor, and supernova
neutrino oscillations and in long-baseline accelerator neu-
trino experiments may be quite important. They can lead to
up to� 10% correction to the oscillation probabilities and to
specific effects absent in the 2f case. The manifestations of
5 3 flavors in neutrino oscillations include fundamental CP
violation and T violation, matter-induced T-odd effects,
matter effects in nm $ nt oscillations, and specific CP- and
T-conserving interference terms (proportional to the sines of
three different mixing angles) in oscillation probabilities. The
leptonic mixing parameterUe3 plays a very special role and its
study is of great interest.

In the 4f case, large CP violation and (both fundamental
and matter-induced) T-odd effects are possible. However, 4f
scenarios are strongly disfavored by the data.
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